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Turning Ideas Into Startups

The Dobson Centre is the hub for entrepreneurship 

at McGill University, where ideas stemming from 

all faculties grow into innovative companies with a 

purpose. 

This program is designed to train, educate, and 

empower early-stage startups and aspiring 

entrepreneurs that are looking to transform their 

idea into a viable startup concept.

Throughout the 8-week program, you will attend 

weekly workshops and conduct self-directed work. 

You will acquire tangible tools to test the viability 

of your concept, build your business plan, develop 

your minimum viable product (MVP), discover your 

market, create your value proposition, develop 

your fundraising strategy, and establish realizable 

goals for your startup.

Apply now to benefit from our global community of 

successful entrepreneurs who are devoted to 

helping the next generation of founders transform 

their ideas into startups.

Watch Dobson Startup Testimonials

“Lean Startup is an           
eye-opening program to 

initiate you into the exciting 
world of entrepreneurship.   

It offers an immersive 
experience, aimed at 

developing your idea into a 
viable business concept.”

Marie-Josée Lamothe

Executive Director
McGill's Dobson Centre 
For Entrepreneurship,
Professor of Practice
Desautels Faculty of Management

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 

https://www.mcgill.ca/dobson/startup-testimonials
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PROGRAM 
OVERVIEW

Duration: 8 weeks | Stage: Ideation 

Dates: October 11 to November 29, 2022

Key Learning Themes

• Why some startups fail, and others succeed: 
stages, pitfalls and best-practices

• Understanding your market and what matters to 
customers

• Identifying your problem and designing your 
solution

• Articulating your value proposition

• Developing your market outreach strategy

• Funding an innovative venture & defining KPIs

• Iterating your business model and drafting a 
business plan

Format

• Weekly interactive workshops introduce business 
concepts, strategic frameworks and tools, while 
guest speakers share real world examples 
through stories, and industry insights. Workshops 
generally last one hour, with extra time reserved 
for group discussions and learning activities.

• Action learning encourages participants to apply 
learned concepts and tools towards building their 
business and creating a viable startup strategy.

• Coaching sessions allow participants to review 
their business plans during one-on-one 
meetings.

“Our team left the program 
laser-focused on what we 

need to do better.”

Mona Hallaq 

Co-founder,
Voyant Media 
Solutions

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 
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01 Why some startups fail, and others succeed 

▪ Program introduction and overview 

▪ Understanding the cycles and stages of a startup 

▪ Overcoming prevailing challenges and avoiding common pitfalls  

▪ Best-practices – using lean methodology to improve the odds 

02 Developing and validating a proof of concept 

▪ Building and testing your minimum viable product (MVP)

▪ Iterating and refining your solution/ product/ service

▪ Using design thinking to understand customer pain points

03 Understanding your market and creating a market outreach strategy

▪ Tools for competitive analysis (TAM, SAM, SOM)

▪ Researching your market and engaging customers/ users/ payers

▪ Identifying your beachhead market and Go-to-Market strategy

04 Defining your value proposition

▪ Articulating the value of your solution to various stakeholders

▪ Describing your solution using concise and non-technical language

▪ Communicating what differentiates you from the competition

05 Managing your Intellectual Property (IP) & other legal aspects

▪ Understanding the basics of IP/ patents/ legal aspects

▪ Protecting your IP while engaging with stakeholders

▪ Understanding “venture readiness” from a legal standpoint

06 Funding your startup & measuring its growth

▪ Understanding the funding ecosystem for startups

▪ Determining your revenue generation strategy

▪ Creating financial projections and tracking milestones/ KPIs 

07 Building a business plan

▪ Defining the key elements of your business model  

▪ Drafting your business plan and roadmap for the future 

▪ Identifying key resources needed to execute your vision 

08 Crafting and articulating your vision to stakeholders 

▪ Telling a compelling story and pitching

▪ Communicating data/ information using concise and non-technical language

▪ Crafting pitch decks tailored to different types of stakeholders

Post -
Program

One-on-one coaching sessions with subject matter experts 

▪ Reviewing your business plan and roadmap for the future

PROGRAM OUTLINE

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 
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SPEAKERS
AND CONTRIBUTORS

Sebastien Malherbe is the Chief Product Officer and co-founder of 

Breathe Life, an enterprise Software-as-a-Service for the life 

insurance industry. With over 20 years of execution in product 

direction and design, he is a purpose-driven entrepreneur, still 

driven by a passion for building amazing products and user 

experiences. In the last 10 years, Sebastien has created and co-

founded 3 companies, built out and led the Product Management and 

the Design Teams at PasswordBox, and eventually became Head of 

Product at Intel Security after an acquisition. At Breathe Life, he is 

responsible for product management, strategy and design, user 

experience and product development process.

Speaker: Developing and validating a proof of concept

Sebastien Malherbe

Ian Jeffrey is the CEO & co-founder of Breathe Life, an enterprise 

Software-as-a-Service for the life insurance industry. A seasoned 

entrepreneur, Ian has built businesses both in Silicon Valley and 

Montreal. He has venture capitalist experience as the founding 

General Manager of FounderFuel, the first Canadianmentor-driven 

startup accelerator. Additionally, Ian is an Advisor and Angel 

Investor to many early-stage startups. He is a native Montrealer, 

foodie and die-hard Habs fan. 

Speaker: Developing and validating a proof of concept

Ian Jeffrey

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 

Laura Velazquez is the President and Co-founder at Arkangel AI, a 

technology company that uses artificial intelligence to end the 

crisis of highly preventable diseases through early disease 

detection. She has international working experience working for 

large high-growth startups like Rappi and Netflix in NYC, Bogota, 

Santiago de Chile, Madrid, and Montreal. That allowed her to 

experience growth, leadership, and business intelligence to create 

digital transformation and impact globally. She has been the only 

woman and Latina in the history of the Global Everis Awards to win 

that award. Laura is a “Dream Maker” and believes in innovation as 

the primary source of change. This is what applies to her personal 

experience as well.

Speaker:  Why some startups fail, and others succeed 
Laura Velazquez
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France Camille De Mers is a member of the Business Law group at 

Lavery. She practices mainly in transactional and commercial law. In 

her practice, Ms. De Mers negotiates, drafts and revises various 

legal documents related to commercial transactions (sale and 

acquisition of businesses, mergers, corporate reorganizations). Over 

the course of her career, Ms. De Mers has worked on several major 

transactions and supported entrepreneurs in all facets of their 

growth. She advises them on their corporate structure, governance, 

lobbying and strategic issues. Ms. De Mers has developed a 

specialization in intellectual property and advises her clients on 

information technology, trademarks and the licensing and transfer of 

intellectual property rights.

Speaker: Managing your Intellectual Property & Other legal aspects

France Camille Des Mers

Claude Macdonald is founding president of Talentuum. Over the last 

26 years he has trained more than 30,000 managers, professionals 

and employees from major organizations across Canada, the United 

States, Europe and Asia. Claude is a certified business coach

(Registered Corporate Coach), a certified Professional from the ROI 

Institute (CRP) and is also a faculty member of the McGill Executive 

Institute. Fluent in both French and English, he has designed several 

tools, workshops and training programs offered by TALENTUUM.

His areas of expertise are customer success, sales leadership, sales 

management & B2B consultative selling.

Speaker: Defining your value proposition

Claude Macdonald

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 

SPEAKERS
AND CONTRIBUTORS

Betsy Taggart is a McGIll MBA graduate & experienced business 

leader. She has a passion for marketing & business strategy, 

particularly in the start-up space. Betsy began her career in the 

consumer products space at Johnson & Johnson, she was 

responsible for driving aggressive growth on the company's largest 

brands. She went on to work for several in consulting, again with a 

focus on integrating marketing & business strategy and touching 

brands across many industries - consumer goods, fintech, 

restaurants, retail, & podcasts - to name a few. She currently 

works for RBC Ventures advising tech start ups to help them scale. 

Speaker: Understanding your market and creating a market 

outreach strategy

Betsy Taggart
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David Shemesh has helped hundreds of companies grow their 

businesses by providing sound advice and financing to support their 

growth projects. David is not your typical banker. Clients often refer 

to him as a “catalyst”. He is an engaged and active business partner, 

who fosters meaningful network connections which help propel his 

clients throughout their growth strategy. For nearly 6 years, David 

has worked at the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC), 

whose mission is to help Canadian entrepreneurs grow through 

financing and consulting. He currently works as a Senior Account 

Manager specializing in the Technology Sector an industry that he is 

passionate about.

Speaker: Crafting & articulating your vision to stakeholders

David Shemesh

Bonnie Chau is a Portfolio Manager at BCF Ventures with diversified 

expertise in the areas of entrepreneurship, finance, accounting and 

investment. She currently leads the due diligence for B2B startups 

and provides support in the portfolio companies. Prior to becoming a 

VC at BCF Ventures, she has worked at one of the fastest growing 

fintech companies in Canada by providing her expertise in 

Finance/Accounting and she was later promoted to execute on 

internal projects and interim management working directly with the 

CEO/CFO.

Speaker: Building a business plan

Bonnie Chau

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 

SPEAKERS
AND CONTRIBUTORS

Dorsaf Kadhkadhi is an account manager SME at National Bank. She 

holds a bachelor's degree in accounting, enhanced by a certificate 

in professional accounting - CPA Profile from HEC Montréal, and 

currently Candidate of the Charted Professional Accountants of 

Quebec. Dorsaf has acquired more than 6 years of experience in the 

banking and financial field, having held various positions in the 

commercial sector. Throughout that time, she has gotten in-depth 

expertise in terms of advice to small and medium-sized businesses  

Speaker: Funding your startup and measuring growth 

Dorsaf Kadhkadhi 



How to apply

Next cohort: October 11 to November 29, 2022

Apply Now

PROGRAM 
APPLICATION
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Ideal participant profile

• Your team has at least one McGill affiliated co-founder e.g., student, faculty, staff or alumni..

• You are working towards validating your concept, creating a business plan, and launching your 

startup.

• You, or at least one of your co-founders, has technical expertise, and can build your business upon a 

technology, science, or idea that is significantly or radically disruptive.

• Your team is composed of multi-disciplinary professionals (including learners or graduates).

• You can commit to attending all the workshops and executing the project work (required to maintain 

your participation in the program)

Next Steps

Following completion of the Lean Startup program, participants are encouraged to apply to the 

McGill Dobson Bootcamp and Cup competition for a chance to win up to $20,000 in pre-seed funding.

Have questions about the program?

Email us at dobson.mgmt@mcgill.ca for more information

LEAN STARTUP 
PROGRAM 

https://www.mcgill.ca/dobson/entrepreneurship-programs/mcgill-lean-startup-program/mcgill-lean-startup-applications


LET’S STAY 
IN TOUCH!

For general inquiries:
dobson.mgmt@mcgill.ca

Sign-up for our Monthly Newsletter:
Monthly Newsletter

Follow us on social media:
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn

Website: www.mcgill.ca/dobson

mailto:dobson.mgmt@mcgill.ca
https://e1.envoke.com/ext/pages/6b85e849c96d83bf47f5eb93ff8c853b
https://www.facebook.com/DobsonCentre
https://twitter.com/DobsonCentre
https://www.instagram.com/dobsoncentre/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mcgill-dobson-center-for-entrepreneurship
https://www.mcgill.ca/dobson/

